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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

In 2019 there were only 6 releases of Media Composer actually labelled 2019.  
The first 5 months of the year new releases were offered by continuing the 
numbering from the previous year. The January – May releases were released as 
2018.12.x. During this time Avid was working at completing the development of  
a new UI, some major new advanced features, and recoding of some of the 30 
year old base code. It is this major change to the look, features and code they 
wanted to brand 2019, and that occurred in June.  2019.6 was the first 2019 
release and was significantly different than any release – ever – of Media 
Composer.  
 

In this document I assume you are currently editing at good proficiency on some 
recent version of the Media Composer. It is intended to quickly let you get 
started with the new release by offering an explanation of the more useful 
features to the majority of editors. Since not everything is covered here, 
remember also to see the actual documentation from AVID for more detail, or 
use the built in HELP in the application.   

There are two things you should be aware of when installing 2019.x” 
 

• Make new User settings for this very different release! 

• Avid now recommends 16 GB of memory minimum, 32 GB 
recommended 

• As the Avid Titler+ continues to evolve, I will cover its full use in 
a separate document.  

 

 

Paul Sampson  paul@paul-sampson.ca  

I am an Avid and Adobe Instructor living in Canada. I supply Workflow design, 
Curriculum Development, Course Delivery and on-site support for AVID and 
ADOBE products.  I support Avid Media Composer, MediaCentral, MAM and 
Adobe Photoshop, Premiere. Lightroom and After Effects. I work with Editors, 
Journalists and Web Developers at many companies in Canada. 
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2019.6 Introduces New User Interface 
 

 

WINDOWS 

The interface is familiar, yet strange.  The default display has three panes 
which are ‘stuck’ together.   

 

 

 

 

Drag the dividing lines between the panes to resize the windows. 

 

Each Pane has a bar along the left side which has the Pane name on it. 
Panes can be nested, and here we see a ‘Bin Container’ combined with 
the Effects Palette. You switch between them by clicking on these named 
‘tabs’. The blue tab is the one which is visible. 

• Each tab has an ‘X’ to close the tab. If you close the last tab the 
pane itself goes away. 

• The bar itself has a disclosure triangle which lists the tabs in this 
panel, so if you have a lot of tabbed windows you can select tabs 
that may not be visible. 
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FLOATING a Panel 

Floating a panel is when you undock it from the other panels so it has its 
own, unattached window which you may move freely around the screen or 
position it on another monitor. Just like in the old days! 

• The disclosure triangle has an option to FLOAT 
the selected (blue) tabbed window.  

• Right click on the tab and choose Float This Panel 

• You may Float a panel by dragging its tab onto 
another panel on your screen. Its not enough to 
drag it away from the bar, you must drag it into a 
separate panel and drop it there. 

• You may Float all the windows – the entire 
interface – by selecting the menu item WINDOWS 
> FLOAT ALL PANELS. You may also float one 
panel from the menus using WINDOWS > FLOAT 
ACTIVE PANEL 

 

 

DOCKING a Panel 

You open new screen space and add a panel to the 
docked interface, between or beside the other panels.  
For example, you might want to make space to display 
the Audio tool beside your timeline without covering it. 

• Drag the TAB into another window and hover at 
the TOP, BOTTOM, LEFT or RIGHT Edge.  If you 
see a large green highlight then you are hovering 
over a legal ‘drop zone’ and you can release your 
mouse to create space at this location and 
position – dock – your tabbed window here on 
its own. 

  

Audio Tool floating on the Interface where other 
windows are ‘stuck’ to one another 

Audio Tool docked at the right of the timeline 
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The process of docking a panel looks like this: 

 

 

 

  

This is the right edge of the 
timeline 

Start dragging a tab and 
many of these graphic 

indicators appear showing 
the locations where the tab 
can be dropped to make a 

new window 
 

If you hover the tab you are 
dragging over this indicator 

you will see a preview of how 
the pane will look if you 

release your mouse to dock it 
here 

If you release your mouse 
now the pane will be docked 

at this position, as 
previewed, 
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NESTING a Panel in another Panel 

To save screen space, you may combine several panels as separate tabs in 
the same window on your screen. You can add a panel to another docked 
panel, or to a floating panel which you might place on another monitor.  

To combine a panel in another pane: 

• Hold ALT / OPTION 

• Drag from the panel tab of one window and drop it into the middle 
of another window 

. The two windows will be nested, as shown below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Both Panels are now combined, and you can click on the 
side tabs to switch between them 

The INSPECTOR and the MARKER windows are ready to be combined. Alt + Drag the sidebar tab from 
either window and drop into the middle of the other window. 
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Pulling a Panel out of a Nest 

Simply click and drag on the tab for a window and drop it on your screen. It 
will now appear as a floating window.  

 

 

   

Click on the side tab Drag the tab out of the window Drop the tab to  
create the floating window 

 

 

 

 

 

We want to float the Audio Tool to the right of the timeline 
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THE MISSING PROJECT WINDOW 

Oh No!  How can it be?  The Project Window (as you know it) is gone! 

Well, most of it you never used anyway.  And settings were a mess- just one 
huge list.  Things have been rearranged. Windows have been rationalized, 
but nothing is lost. You will find your Project Window ‘stuff’ in four places: 

• Bin Container 

• HELP > ABOUT Menu 

• FILE > SETTINGS  and  EDIT > PREFERENCES (different names, 
same place) 

• Effects Panel 

 

BIN CONTAINER is the name for the new window at the top left of your 

screen, in which you see your list of bins and the contents in your bins. Its 
more than the list of bins like we had the Project window. It is the subject of 
our next section. 

 

HELP > ABOUT MEDIA COMPOSER will present you with a window 
having 5 tabs. This is where you can find the original Project Window’s 

tabs for USAGE, HARDWARE and now CONFIGURATION (was INFO).  
 

  

Overview Configuration 

  

Usage Hardware 
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FILE > SETTINGS  or  EDIT > PREFERENCES 
both open the same window. This is where the 

FORMAT tab is now located, as well as three 
settings tabs. The settings have been separated 
into different windows for PROJECT, USER and 
SITE. This is a much better arrangement for 
working with settings. 

 

 

 

 

    

FORMAT Tab PROJECT Settings USER Settings SITE Settings 

 

 

Remember to make new settings for any upgraded Editing installation.  With 
this upgrade in particular, there are so many changes it is very important you 
do make new settings!  
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Effects live, as they always have, in the Effects Palette, accessible from the 

TOOLS menu or CONTROL + 8. They are also present, by default, as a second 
tab in the Bin Container on the left.   
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SETTINGS AND BUTTONS 

 

 

 

The Settings window, shown here, has been 
reorganized with settings separated into tabs 
for PROJECT, USER and SITE. Most of the 
settings are the same.  

 

 

 

 

 

The one setting that looks quite different 
is the INTERFACE setting. The options 
here have been separated into three tabs 
called  GENERAL,  BIN  and TIMELINE & 
VIEWERS. 

This is a very logical organization and 
makes it easier to access and use the 
settings. You can still adjust UI color, 
window colors, fonts and also new things 
like Icon brightness.  

 

 

 

 

KEYBOARD and BUTTONS 

 

CAPS LOCK no longer works for Audio scrub 

Turning Audio Scrub ON and OFF is now done with a button. It is in the PLAY tab of the 
COMMAND Palette.  You must assign this button to your timeline if you want to be able 
to toggle this feature.  

Holding SHIFT while you scrub will still give you temporary Digital Audio Scrub, as it did 
in the past.  
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Some Settings Suggestions 

 

As any Avid Editor knows, there are no correct Media Composer settings. But when I 
train there are some settings I always adjust with the new editor so they learn how 
settings work, and get, for the kind or work I do, a better default starting point. 
 

Below are some of the settings I change. These will not work in all circumstances, but 
lacking any idea of what type of editing someone will do, I think they give a better 
starting point. 

 

PROJECT Settings 

GENERAL: Place a Semi Colon in the Start Timecode Number if you want Drop 
Frame timecode for your Sequences 

 

USER Settings 

AUDIO: Activate PITCH CORRECTION so you don’t hear ‘chipmunks’ when 
shuttling 

BIN: Option to determine when you double click on a Bin it opens in the Bin 
Container or as a floating Bin 

COMPOSER: EDIT tab: Auto-Create New Tracks deselected 

COMPOSER: MOVE tab:Stop At Markers to Selected 

COMPOSER: MOVE tab: Ignore Track Selectors to Selected 

IMPORT: Image Size Adjustment to Resize Image to Format Raster 

IMPORT: Color Levels to Scale from Full Range to Legal Range 

TIMELINE: EDIT Tab: Segment Drag Sync Locks activated 

TIMELINE: edit tab: Only One Segment Arrow Selected activated 

TIMELINE: EDIT Tab: Default Sync Locks On activated 

TIMELINE: EDIT Tab: New Sequences to 2 Video and 4 Audio tracks 
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Button Assignments 

 

The number of keys on a Keyboard is far lower than the number of buttons available in 
the Media Composer. The default keyboard has the essentials for the 1990’s. As the 
application grew new features and buttons were added. Most were not placed on the 
keyboard.  You really must be customizing your keyboard to access newer features.  

Every editor has their own customized keyboard. Below are simply mine for comparison 

 

FEATURE FUNCTION IN TAB 
ASSIGN TO 

BUTTON 
BUTTON 

     

Toggle Audio Scrub Turn digital scrub ON and OFF PLAY F2  

TRIM TOP Deletes material to the LEFT EDIT F5  

TRIM TAIL Deletes material to the RIGHT EDIT F6  

Match Frame Load current frame in Source OTHER F7  

Render  FX F8  

Workspace: EDITING SE: SOURCE-RECORD Editing WORKSPACE F9  

Workspace: Audio AE: Audio Editing WORKSPACE F10  

Workspace: Effects EE: Effects Editing WORKSPACE F11  

Workspace: CC CC: Color Correction WORKSPACE F12  

ADD EDIT ‘Razor Blade” cuts segments EDIT H  

PREVIOUS EVENT Jump to previous cut MOVE A  

NEXT EVENT Jump to next cut MOVE S  

DYNAMIC PLAY FWD Like JKL at lower speeds FWD PLAY Shift + L  

DYNAMIC PLAY REV Like JKL at lower speeds REV PLAY SHIFT + J  

REPLACE Replaces shot with source video EDIT SHIFT + R  
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HOST PANELS 

In WINDOWS > HOST PANEL you will see a list of 
the monitors connected to your computer.  Place a 
check mark beside the ones you want Media 
Composer to use.  

Typically, on a two-monitor system, both monitors 
would be selected.  

This will also determine which monitors the 
WORKSPACES remember the layout for.  

 

  

Main Media Composer Keyboard 

Host Panels display for a single monitor system 

SHIFTED Media Composer Keyboard 
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BIN CONTAINERS 

The upper left panel – which looks a little like the previous Project window - 
is where you will find the BIN CONTAINER. The bin container is a panel and 
has a tab at the left edge.  The Bin Container can be docked, floating or 
tabbed just like any other panel. In a moment we will discuss how to 
manage individual bins, and while the operations are performed similarly to 
moving panels, we only move bins inside a container.  Bins are not Panels in 
their own right, the live and are managed inside the Bin Container. This is an 
important thing to understand or you may be frustrated trying to manage 
your bins. 

 

 

 

 

 

There are two panels in the Bin Container. 
On the left a list of bins (the Bin Container 
Sidebar) and on the right are the contents 
of the currently selected bin. If more than 
one bin is open, they can appear here as 
separate tabs. 

The dividing boundary between these two 
windows can be dragged to allocate more 
or less space to a particular window.  
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Bin Container TABS 

Since a bin container is a pane like any other, it can be 
combined (nested) with other panels.  This will be reflected 
at the left side of the Bin Container. Click on a tab to switch 
to that panel. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bin Container Sidebar 

This list of bins will show you if a particular bin is open or 
not.  The icons for bins have been updated to more clearly 
indicate if the bin is closed or open.  

 

 

 

 

 

Bins 

The right half of the Bin Container holds your bins. 
If you double click to open multile bins they open 
here as separate tabs.  

The familiar bin controls are now at the TOP of the 
bin- including the bin FAST menu (Hamburger 
Menu) with all your familiar options..  

• To open a Bin in a new tab double click it 

• To open a biin as a floating window – as a 
new Bin Container – CONTROL / 
COMMAND and double click. 
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HIDE the Sidebar 

The sidebar can be hidden to make more space for your bin 
display.  Drag the dividing line between both and pull it 
fully to the left.  The sidebar disappears. 

 

 

You may also right click in the 
bin to find this option to hide 
the sidebar. 

 

 
 

 

 

SHOW the Sidebar 

To get the sidebar back, position your mouse at the left of the Bin 
Container panel, and when you see the double headed arrow drag 
right to reveal the Sidebar again.  

 

 

You may also right click in the 
bin and if the sidebar is hidden 
select Show Sidebar. 

 

 

 

 

  

Adjusting Sidebar width by  
dragging with the mouse 
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I Lied- There is a Project Window! 

If you go the the TOOLS menu, or press the familiar CONTROL / 
COMMAND + 9 a Project window will appear.  And it works just like 
the Bin list in the old interface. 

This Project window is a bin list only.  There is no sidebar and there 
are no embeded bins. You cannot rename it- it is called PROJECT.  

The project Window does not display bin contents (bin tabs). If you 
double click on a bin here it will open in a new floating window, just 
like in the old interface.  

If you want only one bin list on your screen, and want to work 
primarily with floating bins, you can use this window to work that 
way.  

 

 

 

MAKE a bin container 

• CONTROL/COMMAND + DOUBLE CLICK on a bin to 
open it as a new, floating Bin Container.   

• Right Click on a Bin in the Sidebar and choose OPEN 
SELECTED BINS IN ONE WINDOW 

 

 

 

If NO Bin Containers are open and you can’t see any bins at all you may: 

• Select a WORKSPACE BUTTON for a workspace which has a Bin Container 

• Open the PROJECT WINDOW from the TOOLS Menu (Control + 9) and double 
click on a bin here. This opens floating Bin Containers you can then reposition. 

• Go to the menu item WINDOWS > LAST ACTIVE BIN 
CONTAINER or use the keyboard shortcut 
CONTROL/COMMAND + SHIFT + 9. This will open a 
bin container with only the Sidebar visible.  Use the 
hamburger menu to then select the menu option 
SHOW SIDEBAR AND BIN PANEL. 
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FLOAT a Bin Container 

• In the PANEL tab bar, click on the disclosure triangle for a tab 
and choose FLOAT THIS PANEL.  

• Drag the Panel Tab for panel tab and drop it somewhere else on 
your interface. Remember you cannot drop it onto itself- drag it 
away from its current window.  

• Click in the sidebar and use the menu item WINDOW > FLOAT 
ACTIVE PANEL 

 

 

FLOAT All Panels 

• To float ALL panels in the interface, to emulate the behavior of 
the legacy Avid interface, choose from the menu WINDOW > 
FLOAT ALL PANELS.  

 

 

DOCK a Bin Container 

As with all Panels, drag the bin container around the screen by its Panel Tab 
(not a bin tab inside the Bin Container) and drop it on one of the green 
highlights which appear to make a new docked panel. 

 

 

NEST Bin Containers 

• You can ALT+DRAG a floating Bin Container and drop it in any 
window – including another bin container – to tab it in that Pane.  

 

 

NAME a bin container 

• The Bin Container Sidebar has an option to 
RENAME the Bin Container.  The new name shows 
up on the Panel Tab. 

 

 

CLOSE a bin container 

• When the bin is floating, click on the Close Box (x) in the floating 
Panel 
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WORKING INSIDE A BIN CONTAINER 

We have spent a lot of time talking about managing Panels.  Repositioning, Floating, 
Nesting and so on. Now we are going to look at how to manage Bins in a Bin Container.  
And be warned – managing bin tabs is different than managing Panel tabs, and this has 
been a major point of confusion for people coming to the new Interface. 

 

With multiple Bins open by default we see individual tabs for each bin at the top of the 
bin window.  In the following discussion it is these Bin tabs – NOT the Panel tabs at the 
left of the panel – that we are discussing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What we can do is reposition the bins and lay them out for easier access. The Bin 
Container with all these displayed bins can be moved around the screen or onto another 
monitor as a single Panel by dragging the Panel Tab on the far left: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Default display with Bins tabbed 

Customized Bin Display with multiple bins displayed simultaneously 
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To create a new Bin window in the Bin Container drag your bin by its tab 
around the screen. 

• You will immediately see Green highlight that indicate drop zones 
around most existing bins. 

• Hover over one of these highlights and a bright highlight will 
preview where the bin will be positioned 

• Release your mouse and the Bin Tab will become a docked window 
at that position.  

Below shows this procedure visually: 
 

This is the Target Bin before the move 

 
  

Drag a Bin Tab into this bin and subtle 
green highlights appear at the edges of 
the target bin. These show where you 
can drop the bin you are dragging 

 
  

Hover the bin tab you are dragging over 
one of these green bars and you will 
see a preview of where the Bin will be 
added to this window if you release 
your mouse here. 
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Release your mouse and your Bin will 
create the new window in this position. 

 
R  

Drag the dividing line between the two 
bins to reposition the boundaries of 
each 

 

 

 

Creating space for Bins above or below other bins 

 

If you drag to create a new bin above or below an 
existing bin, things work as above.  The only 
surprise is the highlight you see – and the new bin 
which appears – completely covers the parent Bin!   

The two bins are actually still there.  Position your 
mouse at the boundary of the two bins and click 
and drag the boundary line to reallocate space 
between the two bins.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dragging a Bin Tab to the bottom of the target 
bin shows the new bin will take up the full space 
of the target bin 
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FLOAT a Bin as a new Bin Container 

• If you drag a tab and do not drop it on one of the green highlights, you create a 
floating bin – a new Bin Container in fact. You need to drop it near the middle of 
the Bin Container for it to float.  Not outside the container, and not near the 
edges of the Bin Container. This is how you can quickly float a single bin if you 
want to. 

• Drag a Tab with ALT to pull it out of the Bin Container and create a new Bin 
Container anywhere on your screen- not just in the location of the original bin 
container, as above.  

  

 

ADD A FLOATING BIN to a bin Container 

• Drag a Bin Tab from any other container over a different Bin Container and the 
green Drop Zone indicators will appear.  You just drop the Bin where you want 
to create a new Window.  

 

 

NESTING Tabs in a Bin Container 

You can put a bin back as a tab with any other bin on your screen.  

• Drag a Bin Tab with ALT to lose the green ‘tab’ highlights when you drag in a Bin 
Container. With ALT held down, you can drop it in any other bin to create a new, 
tabbed bin at that location. Notice with ALT held down the green drop tabs 
disappear, and instead the NAME of the target bin where you are going to drop 
your nested bin turns green.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ALT Drag a bin tab and the target bins name will  
highlight in green to show where the dragged bin  

will nest as a new tab 
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Bin Container Menus 
 
If you have trouble finding something in the menu, be sure your clear that there are four 
menus accessible for a Bin Container.  
 
 

On the PANEL tab itself – 
Right Click to FLOAT the Panel 
 

 

The PANEL Triangle 
Menu 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The Sidebar fast menu at the left of the Bin Container. 
This contains many of the items previously found in the 
Project window fast menu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Bin Fast Menu at the right side of the Bin 
Container.  This menu is also available by right clicking 
in an empty space of the bin. It is very much like the 
previous Bin fast menu. 
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EXTRA BIN FEATURES 

 

Text Scrolling 

When you scroll a bin in text mode the columns ‘break at a random point. Now we can 
drag a tiny triangle to determine where the scrolling columns begin. 

 

Original Bin 

 
  

Scroll to the right and the columns, in the 
past, break at some random point. Static 
information on the left, and scrolling 
information on the right.  

 
  

Drag the small triangle to choose where 
the column break between the static 
information (left) and the scrolling 
information (right) occurs.  
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Frame Display Mode Additions 

 

Changing Thumbnail Size 

We can now make Thumbnails larger than before.  

It’s possible to change size with CONTROL + L and CONTROL + 
K, as before. There is also now a size slider you can drag to 
change image size.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of Clips being Dragged 

As we select and begin to drag a group of clips a number 
now appears to indicate how many clips are being moved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find The Bin a Clip is in 

Right click on a clip and choose SHOW BIN IN SIDEBAR to highlight the 
bin containing this clip in the sidebar. Since this always opens the 
Sidebar, this is also a fast way to open the sidebar if it is close. 
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The Bin Map 

The bin map is a navigation and feedback tool that 
can be displayed in the upper right of your bin 
when in FRAME mode.   

If it overlaps clips in your bin it might be hard to 
see – you may need to move clips to clear the area 
in which it is displayed for a better view.  

When the Bin Map is ON, it will only be visible if 
there are any thumbnails off screen, otherwise it is 
hidden. 

The Bin map shows you any hidden thumbnails not in your current view 

 

 

 

Resize the Bin Map 

The Bin Map can be made larger or smaller by dragging.  Position your 
cursor along the left or bottom edge, and drag when you see a double 
headed arrow.  

 

Scrolling the Video with Bin Map 

You may click and drag on a black outline that represents your view of 
the bin. This allows you to scroll around the bin and see thumbnails 
you may have positioned, on purpose or not, in different areas.  

 

 

 

 
 
HIDE and SHOW the Bin Map 
 
You may toggle the Bin Map ON or OFF using a menu item.  
 
Right click in an empty part of the bin and choose HIDE BIN MAP or 
SHOW BIN MAP, depending on the current state.  
 
This option is also in the fast menu in the upper right of the bin.  
 
This choice is not global – it is made on a bin by bin basis.  
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TIMELINE CHANGES 

The Smart tools have been revised and placed in the button bar on top of the timeline.  
In order, from left to right, the buttons are: 

 

• Segment Arrow selection and activation 

• Trim mode selection and activation 

• CUT button with new Icon 

• LIFT button with new Icon 

• Link Selection Toggle 

• Mark Clip 

• Clear Marks 

• Add Edit 

• Enter Trim Mode  

• Transition Manipulation 

• Effect Editor 

• Motion Effect Editor 

• Add Titler+ Title 

• Quick Transition 

• Render Remove Effect 

• Audio Ducking 

• Audio Keyframe Mode 

 

 

SEGMENT ARROWS 

The Red and Yellow Segment arrows are now controlled by a single button.  

Before you use it make sure the button is the correct color – RED or YELLOW.  

To select between the colors right click on the button to select the segment 
mode you want: RED for Lift/Overwrite, and YELLOW for Extract/Splice. If you 
turn BOTH arrows on, you will get a RED arrow when you hover your mouse 
near the top of a segment, and a YELLOW arrow when you hover your arrow 
near the bottom of a segment. This hover feature can be turned off in your 
settings for the Timeline as described previously. 

Once you have chosen the Segment mode you want, you can then click on the 
button to turn it ON or OFF. 

If all this clicking is not to your liking, you have two other ways to switch arrows: 

• By default, on the keyboard SHIFT + A will toggle ON/OFF the RED 
Segment tool, SHIFT + S will toggle ON/OFF the YELLOW Segment tool.  

• ALT + CLICK on the Segment button on top of the timeline to cycle 
through RED / YELLOW / BOTH / OFF.  
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TRIM ROLLER SELECTION 

This works similar to selecting the Segment Arrows. The Red and Yellow TRIM 
Buttons are now controlled by a single button.  

Before you use it make sure the button is the correct color – RED or YELLOW.  

To select between the colors right click on the button to select the Trim rollers  
you want: RED for Overwrite, and YELLOW for Ripple trim.  

If you turn BOTH rollers on, you will get a RED roller when you hover your 
mouse near the top of a segment, and a YELLOW roller when you hover your 
arrow near the bottom of a segment.  

Once you have chosen the Trim Roller mode you want, you can then click on the 
button to turn it ON or OFF. 

If all this clicking is not to your liking, you have two other ways to switch arrows: 

• On the default keyboard SHIFT + D will toggle ON/OFF the RED 
(Overwrite) roller, SHIFT + F will toggle ON/OFF the YELLOW (ripple) 
roller.  

• ALT + CLICK on the TRIM button on top of the timeline to cycle through 
RED / YELLOW / BOTH / OFF.  

 

 

DIGITAL AUDIO SCRUB 

As mentioned earlier, CAPS LOCK will no longer toggle Digital Scrub between ON and 
OFF.  You must now use a button.  Assign this toggle button from the PLAY tab of the 
Command Palette to your keyboard or your interface.  Click on it to toggle Digital Audio 
Scrub between ON and OFF. 

Holding SHIFT will activate Digital Audio Scrub on demand, for as long as you hold SHIFT.  
This has not changed from previous versions.  

 

 

TIMELINE Settings changes 

You can now choose white or black text for your timeline. 
If you choose the bottom option, both colors, the text 
color will be selected appropriately for the brightness of 
each segment 
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COLOR SELECTION 

When changing some color settings, like Clip color, you see 
this color selection box full of swatches. A new addition is 
the ‘Spectrum’ in the upper right. Click on the ‘Spectrum’ 
to see a standard Color Picker and access more than just 
the offered colors.  

You can also select a CLIP color in FRAME view by right 
clicking on a frame to see this menu. This could make it 
easier to find that clip when you go back to Text mode.  

 
 
 
 
SELECT TIMELINE SEGMENT SELECTION Highlight Color 
 
For better or worse, you can select a color for the 
highlighted (clicked on) segments in the timeline.  This is 
done by choosing in the Timeline Fast menu the option 
SEGMENT SELECTION > USE CUSTOM COLOR.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SELECT I/O Highlight Color 
 
Again, for better or worse, you can select a color for the 
highlighted portion of the timeline between your IN and 
OUT points. This is done by choosing in the Timeline Fast 
menu the option SEGMENT SELECTION > USE CUSTOM 
COLOR.  
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INTERFACE SETINGS 

There is a good reorganization of the INTERFACE settings. You can now choose a light or 
dark theme for the interface and other new options for the look you like.  

 

 

 

INSPECTOR PANEL 

This tool allows you to see Metadata for the selected item(s). 

 

OPEN the Inspector: Use the menu item TOOLS > INSPECTOR 

SELECT a clip in a bin, or click on the Source or Record monitor to see 
its Metadata 

SELECT more than one item in the bin and common values between 
the clips will be displayed, and properties that differ between the 
clips will display the text “Multiple Values”. 

CUSTOMIZE the metadata you see by right clicking in the Inspector 
and selecting CHOOSE COLUMNS. In the (very large) list which 
appears, select which metadata you want to see in the Inspector, 
and deactivate the  Metadata you don’t want to see.  

CUSTOMIZE the metadata by dragging items in the list into any order 
you wish.  

EXPAND or CONTARCT all the metadata categories by Alt + clicking 
on the disclosure triangles to expand / contract ALL options 

SAVE the view you create using the  PROFILE dropdown menu. You 
can use this menu to SAVE or SELECT a metadata display preset.  

STOP information in the Inspector from following your clicking – lock 
it to display properties of a particular object indefinitely – by right 
clicking and deselecting FOLLOW SELECTION 

CHANGE some metadata for the selected Clip(s) here such as Clip 
Color, Start Timecode and others.  
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WORKSPACES 

 

Workspaces are a power feature.  Every time you open or rearrange windows on your 
screen, your probably wasting time. Using a Workspace is a faster way to reset your 
screen.  

Avid supplies 5 workspace buttons across the right edge of your screen.  They are also 
available through the menu item WINDOWS > WORKKSPACES.  

 

 

WORKSPACE Menu 

 

The blue button indicates which workspace is 
loaded.  Notice the loaded workspace also has a 
disclosure triangle. Click on it to: 

SAVE changes you make to this workspace 

RESTORE the Workspace to the Avid Defaults 

CREATE and name a new Workspace of your own 

Delete the current workspace 

 

 

WORKSPACE Display Modes 
 

The Workspace Bar has three different display modes. Right Click on a part of the 
workspace bar to see this menu: 

   

If you HIDE the Workspace bar, you 
can get it back: 

• With the menu option WINDOWS 
> WORKSPACES > SHOW 
WORKSPACE BAR. 

• Place your mouse at the extreme 
right edge of your screen and 
click and drag left to reveal it 

This is the Menu ICON and TEXT 
Option 

ICON ONLY 
Option 

HIDE 
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USING MXF OP1a 

OPAtom 

In the early days Avid was designed to capture Video and Audio into separate files. A 
recording was split into its component tracks. An XDCAM camera recording would end 
up as 9 files – 1 video file and 8 audio files. These were placed into Avid’s MediaFiles > 
MXF folder, where no human interaction was possible.  Since all the tracks are split up, 
you cannot play these files without special software. And if you wanted to do any 
manual media management it just was not possible.  

This type of file was called OPAtom. As in broken down into its component parts.  

 

OP1a 

This release allows you to record Video and Audio into a single file.  

For some operations we can now create media where audio and video is in 
the same file. This kind of MXF file is called OP1a, and can be selected when 
you Capture Video, Mixdown video and Transcode Video. 

 

• Note that an OP1a mixdown always mixes down from a timeline  
with Video and Audio combined into a single file. You don’t get to 
choose the tracks to mixdown.  

• The new, single MXF OP1a file is placed in a new Avid MediaFiles 
folder called UME, as shown here 

• The resulting MXF file in this folder can be double clicked on and 
played in MXF capable players, like VLC.  

• I have been successful on a stand alone Avid placing existing MXF 
files into this folder and restarting the application (not deleting the 
indexes) to index the files. Clips for these files can be created by 
using the Media Tool to display the files on that drive, and dragging 
the new ones into your bin. 

 

Since so much media is created as MXF OP1a, being able to drop that media 
into a folder and have it indexed and accessible on an Avid provides a novel 
Ingest method that would require no hardware. Of particular interest, since 
the files are then indexed in the folder, other editing clients would see them 
also when they mount the drive.  Of course, you could always just link to 
the files as well, but you would not get this automatic media management 
of MXF OP1a files. 
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To use this feature: 

 

• In your MEDIA CREATION Settings, select the new MEDIA TYPE tab 
and choose to create MXF OP1a media 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• For the supported media creation types (Record, 
Transcode and Mixdown) select OP1a as your 
Video Wrapper Format.  

Creating MXF OP1a is not supported for Render, 
Motion Effects, Titles, or Import as alpha mattes 
at this time.  

 

 

 

• When doing a mixdown you will now have the 
choice of mixing down all the tracks in the 
Sequence to a single MXF OP1a file, instead of to 
multiple files, one for each track in the timeline.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


